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Abstract. BigData, defined as structured and unstructured data containing images,
videos, texts, audio and other forms of data collected from multiple datasets, is too
big, too complex and moves too fast to analyze using traditional methods. This
has given rise to a few issues that must be addressed; 1) how to analyze BigData
across multiple datasets, 2) how to classify the different data forms, 3) how to
identify BigData patterns based on its behaviours, 4) how to visualize BigData
attributes in order to gain a better understanding of data. It is therefore necessary
to establish a new framework for BigData analysis and visualization. In this paper,
we have extended our previous works for classifying the BigData attributes into
the „5Ws‟ dimensions based on different data behaviours. Our approach not only
classifies BigData attributes for different data forms across multiple datasets, but
also establishes the „5Ws‟ densities to represent the characteristics of data flow
patterns. We use additional non-dimensional parallel axes in parallel coordinates
to display the „5Ws‟ sending and receiving densities, which provide more analytic
features for BigData analysis. The experiment shows that our approach with
parallel coordinate visualization can be efficiently used for BigData analysis and
visualization.
Keywords: BigData, 5Ws dimensions, data visualization, parallel coordinate.

1.

Introduction

Data visualization techniques have been widely used to analyze and explore data to
allow users to interactively select and scale down the scope of view for a better
understanding of data. With the rise of BigData, new analytical methods for BigData
visualization have to be developed to handle very large and complex datasets in a short
period of time. According to Gartner‟s 3Vs definition in 2011 [1], BigData has three
main characteristics: Volume, Velocity and Variety. Dominik Klein et al [2] illustrated
the 3Vs characteristics in a visual graph, shown in Fig 1.
Volume describes how BigData datasets are extremely large and easily reached
terabytes, even yottabytes, of information. This large volume of data is not only a
storage issue, but also a massive analysis issue if we continue to use traditional visual
analytics techniques.
Velocity describes how fast the dataset is produced. According to Pingdom 2012 [3],
in 2012 there were more than 1.7 million emails sent per second, 57,870 Google
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searches per second, 7 petabytes of photo content added on Facebook every month, 4
billion hours of video watched on YouTube every month, and 5 billion mobile phone
users used 1.3 Exabytes of global mobile data traffic per month.

Fig. 1. Dominik Klein et al [2] illustrated BigData‟s3Vs characteristics

Variety describes how BigData datasets contain both structured and unstructured
data, such as documents, emails, audio files, images and videos data, Internet click
streams, mobile data or network log files. Hundreds, even thousands, of different
attributes in multiple dimensions provide too much information for traditional
visualization tools to handle.
Later researchers have since added Value and Veracity into BigData characters,
which results in the 5Vs of BigData. Yuri Demchenko et al [4] created a graph to
display these 5Vs characteristics, shown in Fig 2.
BigData comes from everywhere in our life, and so is too big, too complex and
moves too fast for traditional visualization tools. For example, posting pictures and
comments on Facebook; uploading and watching videos on YouTube; sending and
receiving messages through smart phones and spreading a virus through the Internet all
count as BigData collected by different datasets.

Fig. 2.Yuri Demchenko et al [4] demonstrated BigData‟s 5Vs characteristics
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The most current approaches for BigData visualization are practiced on a single form
of dataset. Jinglan Zhang et al [5] analyzed the national bird‟s audio dataset, and used
time-frequency, tags-linking and GeoFlow as the visualizing techniques for BigData
audio data visualization. Seunggwoo Jeon et al [6] transformed unstructured email texts
into a graph database. Yinglong Xia et al [7] visualized large scale graph data using
“System G”, the graph processing system they developed. Ryan Compton et al [8]
visualized a Twitter dataset containing one hundred million users using a geolocation
method.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work has addressed BigData visualization
by combining multiple datasets and different data forms. In this paper, we have
classified BigData attributes into the „5Ws‟ dimensions based on the data behaviours.
Each data incident contains these 5Ws dimensions, can be applied for multiple datasets
across different data forms. This provides more analytical and measurement features for
business, government and organizational needs.
Based on the data behaviors, we have extended our previous works [9] [33], and
further developed our visual analytics method by using parallel coordinate visualization
techniques for BigData analysis and visualization. Firstly, we analyzed the BigData
attributes for multiple datasets and introduced the subsets measuring the BigData flow
patterns. Secondly, we established the 5Ws sending density and receiving density to
measure BigData flow patterns across multiple datasets. Thirdly, we created the 5Ws
density parallel axes to illustrate the 5Ws patterns in parallel coordinates for BigData
visualization.
The paper is organized as follows; Section 2 introduces our 5Ws dimension and
density approach. Section 3 demonstrates the 5Ws density parallel coordinates
visualization. Section 4 explains the implementation of this model. Section 5 describes
related works, and Section 6summarises our approach.

2.

5Ws Dimension and Density

Each data incident, based on its behaviours, contains the 5Ws dimensions; What does
the data contain, Why did the data occur, Where did the data come from, When did the
data occur, Who received the data and How was the data transferred.

2.1.

5Ws Dimension

The 5Ws dimensions can be illustrated by using six data sets, each set demonstrating a
dimension.
 A set T={t1, t2, tj,…, tm} represents when the data occurred
 A set X={x1, x2, xj,…, xm} represents what the data contained
 A set Y={y1, y2, yj,…, ym} represents how the data was transferred
 A set Z={z1, z2, zj,…, zm} represents why the data occurred
 A set P={p1, p2, pj,…, pm} represents where the data came from
 A set Q={q1, q2, qj,…, qm} represents who received the data
Therefore, each data incident can be defined using the 5Ws pattern as a node
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f (t, x, y, z, p, q)
where








t | T{ } represents the time stamp for each data incidence.
x | X{ } represents what the data contained, such as “email” or “Facebook
comment”.
y | Y{ } represents how the data was transferred, such as “by Internet”, “by smart
phone” or “by email”.
z | Z{ } represents why the data occurred, such as “sharing photos”, “sending
message to friends” or “spreading a virus”.
p | P{ } represent where the data came from, such as “Twitter”, “Facebook” or
“hacker”.
q | Q{ } represents who received the data, such as “friend”, “bank account” or
“victim”.

Therefore, each data incident can be illustrated as a 5Ws pattern, which flows from p
to q and contains patterns x, y, z in time slot t, shown in Fig 3.

Fig. 3. 5Ws pattern that illustrated for each data incident

Suppose that in the time slot T there were n number of incidences, represented as a
set Fsuch that
F = {f1, f2, f3, …, fn} .

(1)

F therefore contains all incident nodes within a certain time period. For example,
there were 9.66 million tweets during the Opening Ceremony of the London 2012
Olympic Games [3]. The twitter dataset for the Opening Ceremony is therefore |F| =
9.66 million.

2.2.

5Ws Dimension crossing Multiple Datasets

5Ws data flow patterns are not only for one dataset, but can also be used to compare
multiple datasets. For example, a Facebook dataset and an Internet banking transaction
dataset are two different datasets. But similar attributes exist on both datasets, such as p
= “users”, y = “mobile connection”. Therefore, the comparison between these two
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datasets for p = “users” and y = “mobile connection” will export the ratio of Internet
banking mobile users to Facebook mobile users.
Fig 4 shows the BigData classification across multiple datasets for different data
forms using 5Ws dimensions. The left hand side shows multiple BigData datasets in
different data forms. The right hand side illustrates these 5Ws dimensions by using the
six datasets.

Fig. 4. BigData classification in 5Ws dimension crossing multiple datasets and data forms

Fig 5 shows a few examples of BigData in the 5Ws dimensions across multiple
datasets and resources, such as social network datasets, finance datasets or email
datasets.

Fig. 5. Example of BigData in 5Ws dimension crossing multiple datasets and resources
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5Ws Dimension Subsets

For a particular incident node where x=𝛼, y=𝛽, z=𝛾, p=𝛿 and q=ε, the incident node
can then be represented as f (t, x(𝛼), y(𝛽), z(𝛾), p(𝛿), p(ε)). A subset F(𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾, 𝛿, ε) that contains
all the particular incident nodes f (t, x(𝛼), y(𝛽), z(𝛾), p(𝛿), p(ε))in the time slot T is therefore
defined as
F(𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾, 𝛿, ε) = { f ∊ F | f (t, x, y, z, p, q), x=𝛼, y=𝛽, z=𝛾, p=𝛿, q=ε } .

(2)

The subset F(𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾, 𝛿, ε) represents the particular incident pattern by the 5Ws data
dimensions. For example, during the Opening Ceremony of the London 2012 Olympic
Games, 9.66 million tweets were recorded containing multiple patterns such as 𝛼=
“London” + “Olympics” + “Opening” + “Ceremony”, 𝛽=“sent or received”,𝛾 =“sharing
opening ceremony” or “enjoying ceremony”, 𝛿 = twitter, ε = users and t = 27-Jul-2012,
21:00 – 00:45.
The dataset |F| illustrates the statistical results of both volume and velocity. The
subset F(𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾, 𝛿, ε)demonstrates the variety for the particular incident pattern which we
will focus on in this paper.
Each sender may send data to multiple receivers with the same or different 𝛼, 𝛽 and
𝛾. Each receiver may also receive data from multiple senders with the same or different
𝛼, 𝛽 and 𝛾. This results in a huge number of combinations and varieties between
multiple senders and receivers. We therefore use the 5Ws data densities to measure the
proportion of particular combinations relative to the entire set of variations.

2.4.

Sending Density

We firstly establish sending density (SD) to measure a particular sender‟s pattern during
data transferal as a proportion of the entire dataset. Based on equation (2), the sending
density for particular attributes x=𝛼, y=𝛽, z=𝛾, and sender p=𝛿, in time slot T, is
defined as SD(α, β, γ, δ)
SD(α, β, γ, δ) =

| 𝐹 𝛼 ,𝛽 ,𝛾,𝛿 |

1

|𝐹 |

𝑛

=

𝑛
𝑖=1

𝑓(𝑖) 𝑡, 𝑥(𝛼 ) , 𝑦(𝛽 ) , 𝑧(𝛾) , 𝑝(𝛿) , 𝑞 .

(3)

where 0 ≤ SD(α, β, γ, δ) ≤ 1.
SD(α, β, γ, δ) therefore represents the 5Ws dimensions for the particular sender‟s pattern;
the content was 𝛼, transferred by𝛽, in t ⊂T time, for reason 𝛾and sent by𝛿 . A high
value of SD(α, β, γ, δ) indicates that sender (𝛿) sent the most data compared to other
senders.

2.5.

Receiving Density

Similarly, the receiving density for x=𝛼, y=𝛽, z=𝛾 and receiver q=ε, is defined as RD(α,
β, γ, ε)
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RD(α, β, γ, ε) =

| 𝐹 𝛼 ,𝛽 ,𝛾,𝜀 |
|𝐹|

=

1
𝑛

𝑛
𝑖=1
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(4)

𝑓(𝑖) 𝑡, 𝑥(𝛼 ) , 𝑦(𝛽 ) , 𝑧(𝛾 ) , 𝑝, 𝑞(𝜀) .

where 0 ≤ RD(α, β, γ, ε) ≤ 1
RD(α, β, γ, ε)therefore represents the 5Ws dimensions for the particular receiver‟s
pattern; the contents was 𝛼, transferred by𝛽, in t ⊂T time, for reason 𝛾 and received by
ε. A high value of RD(α, β, γ, ε) indicates that the receiver (ε) received the most data
compared to other receivers.

2.6.

Noise Data

Noise data is defined as the nodes with unknown or undefined attributes, such as x =
unknown_x, y = unknown_y, z = unknown_z, p = unknown_p and q = unknown_q. A
subset for any unknown nodes can be defined as
F(unknown ) = { f ∊ F | f (t, x, y, z, p, q), x=unknown_x, y=unknown_y,

(5)

z=unknown_z, p=unknown_p, q=unknown_q} .
Noise data should be excluded from the SD(α, β, γ, δ)and RD(α, β, γ,
immeasurable nodes. In equation (3), SD( )would be then re-defined as
SD(α, β, γ, δ) =

| 𝐹 𝛼 ,𝛽 ,𝛾,𝛿 |
𝐹 −|𝐹 𝑢𝑛𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛

ε)

as it excludes

.

(6)

.

(7)

|

In equation (4), RD( )would be then re-defined as
RD(α, β, γ, ε) =

| 𝐹 𝛼 ,𝛽 ,𝛾,𝜀 |
| 𝐹 |−|𝐹 𝑢𝑛𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛

|

By removing noise data, both SD(α, β, γ, δ)and RD(α, β, γ, ε) represent the sender‟s and
receiver‟s pattern with significantly greater accuracy for BigData analysis.

2.7.

Comparing SD and RD

If SD(α, β, γ, δ)>RD(α, β, γ, ε), this indicates that the data flow patterns from the sender (δ) are
greater than the data flow to the receiver (ε), as shown as Fig 6a). Therefore, the
receiver (ε) is only one target of the sender (δ).
If SD(α, β, γ, δ)<RD(α, β, γ, ε), it indicates that the data flow patterns from the sender (δ) are
less than the data flow to the receiver (ε), as shown as Fig 6b). Therefore, the sender (δ)
is only one data source of the receiver (ε).
When SD(α, β, γ, δ) =RD(α, β, γ, ε), it indicates the data flow densities are the same from
the sender (δ) to the receiver (ε). This suggests that there is only one sender (δ) and one
receiver (ε).
The 5Ws density can also be used for comparing between different attributes such as
α1 = “USA team” and α2 = “UK team”, or β1 = “iPhone apps” and β2 =“Android apps”.
This provides more analytic features and visual graphs for BigData visual analytics.
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Fig. 6. Example of SD(α, β, γ, δ) via RD(α, β, γ, ε)

In summary, we have classified BigData into 5Ws dimensions based on data
behaviours, created sending density SD( ) and receiving density RD( ) to measure data
flow patterns, and removed noise data to increase the accuracy of BigData analysis.

3.

5Ws Density Parallel Coordinates

Parallel coordinates are a popular information visualization tools for multi-dimensional
data [10]. It draws polylines between each axis at the appropriate values, and the graph
explores data between the axes, showing data frequencies instead of individual data
points. Large data can therefore be aggregated for visualization, up to a million pieces
of data for 50 dimensions [11]. For example, Melanie Tory et al [12] proposed parallel
coordinates for exploratory volume visualization, Aritra Dasgupta and Robert Kosara
[13] adapted the parallel coordinates for the German credit dataset.
However, the parallel coordinates used to represent BigData dimensions have
limitations because the size of the display screen is limited and polylines often clutter
very easily. To implement parallel coordinates efficiently, we used the 5Ws dimensions
and their densities as the parallel axes to visualize BigData. This not only reduced data
cluttering, but also improved the measurement on the parallel coordinates for BigData
visualization.

3.1.

5Ws Parallel Axes

Based on our BigData 5Ws flow pattern, we define the five parallel axes to represent the
5Ws data dimensions for parallel coordinate visualization.
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Left axis is P, which represents where the data came from



Second axis is X, which represents what the data contained



Third axis is Y, which represents how the data was transferred



Fourth axis is Z, which represents why the data occurred



Right axis is Q, which represents who received the data.
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The value of each axis is ordered by alphabetical order, ranging from 0 to 9, A to Z
and a to z.
We will use the 2012 London Olympic Opening Ceremony as an example to
illustrate the 5Ws parallel axes, shown in Fig 7. Assume that during 2012 London
Olympics Opening Ceremony, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube received huge data
transactions through different smartphones, and containing different data contents from
different locations around the world.

Fig. 7. Example of 5Ws axes in parallel coordinates

In Fig 7, P={Facebook, Twitter, YouTube} means that the data came from those
datasets, X={David Beckham, Fireworks, Mr. Bean, Queen, Teams} represents what
the data contained, Y={Nokia, Samsung, iPad, iPhone} indicates that the data was
transferred via these smartphones, Z={Post Comment, Send Video, Send Photo} shows
why the data occurred, and Q={China, South Africa, UK, USA} illustrates which
countries received the data.
In each axis, the attribute {Others} represented all data attributes that are not
represented by the nodes in each parallel axes. The 5Ws parallel coordinates illustrate
the aggregation patterns between axes and so clearly show relationships between the
senders and receivers.
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Extension and Contraction of Attributes

The attributes inside {Others} can be extended in the 5Ws parallel axes by assigning
particular attributes. For example, based on Fig 7, we can retrieve the “Message” dataset
from the {Others} dataset and add it to the P axis. We can also add “007” attribute for
X, add “LG” mobile phone for Y, and add country “Australia” for Q. The graph of the
5Ws parallel coordinates has therefore been extended, as per Fig 8.

Fig. 8. Example of extended attributes in 5Ws axes in parallel coordinates

The extension of attributes in the visualization process in the 5Ws parallel axes
occurs when moving from Fig 7 to Fig 8, while the contraction of attributes occurs
when moving form Fig 8 to Fig 7. This extension and contraction enables BigData
analysis and visualization to be very efficient as it can narrow down or extend particular
attributes as required for each dimension.

3.3.

Clustering 5Ws Parallel Axes

The 5Ws parallel axes can be clustered to provide a classical relationship for a particular
dimension in BigData analysis and visualization. We will use Fig 8 as the example to
demonstrate clustered parallel axes. We will add additional axes P1, X1, Y1, Z1 and
Q1, which are defined as the clustered axes for each 5Ws axis, as shown in Fig 9.
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Fig. 9. Example of clustered 5Ws axes in parallel coordinates. P1 – the size of the data clustered
from the sender P, measured in megabytes. X1 – the data types for the contents X, classified as
“video”, “audio”, “text” and “other” forms of data. Y1 – the data providers used by the datatransferring devices in Y, including “Vodafone”, “T-Mobile”, “Orange”, “O2”, “3” and “others”.
Z1 – the clustered reasons why the data occurred in Z. Q1 – the cities within the country Q that
received the data.

Fig 9 shows an example of a 5Ws clustered parallel axes. P1 indicates the sizes of the
data coming from different senders P, such as “YouTube” or “Twitter”. It demonstrates
the aggregation patterns between datasets and data sizes. In X and X1, the relationships
between data types and data contents are explored. The relationships between the data
providers Y1 and data transferral mechanisms Y and the reasons of the data occurring Z
and Z1 are also shown in the 5Ws clustered parallel coordinates.

3.4.

Order of 5Ws Density Parallel Axes

We have now created density parallel axes such as the SD(α, β, γ, δ) and R RD(α, β, γ, ε) axes
to measure and visualize these 5Ws data flow patterns for particular data attributes in
our 5Ws model. The SD is assigned as the first axis, and the RD as the last axis, as
shown in Fig 10.
In Fig 10, each value in the SD and RD axes represents a subset for the particular
attribute. Each polyline between different 5Ws dimensions demonstrates a particular
flow pattern. This reduces line cluttering in the graph as one subset of attributes only
has one polyline, and significantly reduces overlap for the parallel coordinates. The 5Ws
density parallel axes, combined with the alphabetical axes and numerical axes, therefore
provide a more analytical method for BigData visualization. Furthermore, no
information has been lost during the analysis and visualization process.
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Fig. 10. Example of 5Ws density axes in parallel coordinates

3.5.

Re-Ordering 5Ws Density Parallel Axes

The data with the highest contribution rate is always chosen as the first parallel axis
because it more easily attracts the user‟s attention [14]. Our 5Ws density parallel
coordinate system has two density axes on either side of the graph that measure the data
flow patterns. By re-ordering the 5Ws parallel axes, we can graphically illustrate the
relationship between attributes by placing the desired axis close to the density axes.

Fig. 11. Example of re-order of 5Ws density axes

For example, by having the Y axis next to the SD axis, we can easily demonstrate the
data patterns between the sending density and the devices transferring the data. Fig 11
shows the 5Ws density parallel axes re-ordered on Y, P and X axes. This provides a
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clear view of the visual structures and patterns between the SD and Y axes, creating
better BigData visualisation and analysis which is much easier to read.
In summary, the 5Ws parallel axes clearly illustrate the 5Ws dimensions in order to
provide a better view to understand data flow patterns. By creating two non-dimensional
axes using 5Ws densities, we enhanced the measurement and comparison of BigData
patterns. The 5Ws density parallel coordinates clearly demonstrate data patterns for
different datasets and different data attributes. By extending and contracting attributes
and utilising re-ordering and clustering of density parallel axes, the 5Ws parallel axes
visualization system has significantly improved BigData analysis and visualization.

4.

Implementation

The 5Ws density parallel coordinates model has been tested and evaluated by using the
ISCX2012 dataset [15]. The summary of a dataset is shown as Table 1.
Table 1. ISCX2012 dataset – TestbedTueJun15c

Name
Network traffic nodes
ICMP traffics
TCP traffics
UDP traffics
Unknown TCP traffics
Unknown UDP traffics
Attacks
Source IPs
Source ports
Destination IPs
Destination ports
Application Names

Amount
130288
31
119242
11015
3
36
37375
36
23653
1656
222
19

The dataset contains 130288 incidents and 20 dimensions that indicates the total
traffics are 130,288 (|F|=130,288) including 37,375 attacks, 36 sources IPs, 23,653
source ports, 1656 destinations IPs and 222 destination ports.

4.1.

5Ws Density Parallel Coordinates

The P axis represents the sources IPs, which represents where the data came from. 36
sources IPs have been assigned for the P axis. P= “0.0.0.0” means the source address is
invalid.
The Q axis represents the destination IPs, which indicates who received the data.
1656 destinations IPs have been assigned for the Q axis. Q= “0.0.0.0” indicates the
destination address is invalid. To save space on the Q axis, the axis has been shrunk by
using the first 8 bits of the destination address only. For example, for normal traffics,
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Q=“111.222.222.222” will be shrink to “111.xxx.xxx.xxx”. That means Q=
“111.xxx.xxx.xxx” includes destination IPs for the range of {111. 1-255. 1-255. 1-255}.
The X axis represents the data content, including “Normal” traffics, “Attack” traffics
and “Unknown” traffics. The Y axis represents the applications describing how the data
was transferred, such as “FTP” transfer, or “HTTPWeb” transfer. The Z axis represents
the protocol illustrating why the data occurred, including “UDP”, “TCP” or “ICMP”
connections.
SD is assigned as the first axis adjacent to the P axis, measuring the data patterns
coming from the 36 sources IPs. SD ≈ 0.000 indicates SD <0.001, which means that
(|F(α, β, γ, δ)| / |F|) < 0.001, or |F(α, β, γ, δ)| < 0.001 × |F|. Using the data provided, this means
that |F(α, β, γ, δ)| < 130. The scale of the P axis means that sent data patterns < 130 will be
drawn as SD (0.000).
RD is assigned as the last axis adjacent to Q, which illustrates the data patterns
received by 1656 destination IPs. Received data patterns < 130 will be drawn as RD
(0.000), and Q will be shrunk as “.xxx.xxx.xxx”.
Fig 12 shows the test results using the ISCX2012 dataset. The SD patterns drawn to
the P axis clearly illustrate the 36 sources IPs that are linked to the X axis, of which
“Normal” and “Attack” are the major attributes. We can also see that the RD patterns
linked to the Q axis are mostly connected by the “tcp_ip” protocol in the Z axis.

Fig. 12. 5Ws density parallel coordinates for dataset ISCX2012 TueJun15c

In Fig 12, it illustrates how the “Attack” in the X axis was sent from 10 source IPs in
the P axis, and so most SD values for these attacks are above 0.050. The data has been
transferred by 6 different methods; “DNS”, “IRC”, “SMTP”, “HTTPImageTranfer”,
“Unknown_TCP” and “HTTPWeb”. The X axis is positioned after the P axis and before
the Y axis, as this clearly demonstrates that the SD patterns for the particular attribute X
came from the P axis and were transferred by the methods on the Y axis.
Fig 12 also illustrates that the Y axis contains 19 applications describing how the
data was transferred. 18 of 19 applications have transferred “Normal” data from the X
axis, excluding IRC. 15 of 19 of applications use “tcp_ip” as the connecting method on
the Z axis.
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Our test therefore illustrates how the 5Ws density parallel axes visualization
technique can be used effectively to process complex volumes of data, as well as
effectively and efficiently illustrates this data is in easy to read and analyse graph.
Therefore, the 5Ws density parallel axes visualization model effectively allows for
much easier, faster and complete data analysis and visualization.

4.2.

Re-Ordering 5Ws Density Parallel Axes

The SD patterns linked to the X axis are demonstrated in Fig 12. In the second part of
our implementation, we have swapped the X and Z axes to re-order the 5Ws density
parallel axes, shown in Fig 13.

Fig. 13. Re-order of 5Ws density parallel coordinates for dataset ISCX2012 TueJun15c

In Fig 13, there are 11 destination IPs in the Q axis that received the data content
“Attack”. Most values of RD are below 0.001. 7 destination IPs received “Unknown”
content, at the value of RD < 0.001, which was transferred by “Unknown_TCP” and
“Unknown_UDP” in the Y axis.

4.3.

Clustering 5Ws Density Parallel Axes

To study the patterns between the destination ports and the X axis, we previously
defined the Q1axis for the clustered Q axis, which has 222 destination ports. To save
space on the Q1 axis, the ports > 1000 have been shrunk unless RD > 0.001. The “Port
1xxx-1xxxx” represents Q1={1000 – 19999} and “Port 2xxxx-6xxxx” for Q1={20000 –
69999}. The clustered 5Ws density parallel coordinates is shown as Fig 14.
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Fig. 14. Clustered 5Ws density parallel coordinates for dataset ISCX2012 TueJun15c

In Fig 14, we can deduce that there are 12 destination ports in the Q1 axis that
received the data content “Attack”, linked to 11 destination IPs in the Q axis.
Furthermore, RD = 0.369 indicates that the destination IP “192.168.5.122” received
“Attack” and “Normal” on port “80”, and destination IP “82.98.86.183” on the Q axis
received “Attack” and “Normal” on port “25” at value RD = 0.013. Three destination
ports “80”, “1694” and “5355” received the data contents “Unknown”. The port “80” in
the Q1 axis was connected to the most destination IPs on the Q axis. Therefore, we see
the benefit of density parallel axes in visualizing and analysing BigData, as it is quicker,
easier and clearer than conventional visualization techniques.

4.4.

Reduction of Data over Plotting

Before we classified the data into 5Ws dimensions, the dataset has 130,288 data nodes
within 20 dimensions. After applying 5Ws patterns, the data has been reduced to 4,178
nodes in 5Ws dimensions without the loss of any information. The details of the data
nodes in the different dimensions (axes) are shown in Table 2.
Table 2.The data nodes for different axes

Jun15c

20 (axes)
Dimensions
130,288

11 (axes)
Dimensions
113,482

9 (axes)
Dimensions
96,454

5Ws (axes)
Dimensions
4,187

The data cluttering hasbeen reduced more than 95% by using 5Ws pattern which is
significantly improved. Fig 15 shows the percentage of cluttering reduction.
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100.0%
90.0%
80.0%
70.0%

TestbedTueJun15c

60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
20 axes

11 axes

9 axes

5Ws axes

Fig. 15. Reduction in the different axes

To summarise, our experimental results in our 5Ws density parallel coordinates not
only clearly illustrate the patterns of BigData in a clearly, easily accessible and accurate
way, but also allows the user to shrink/extend any attribute for better display and
analysis. The 5Ws density parallel axes re-ordering and clustering provide more details
in analytics features and allow the user to clearly grasp links between dimensions. By
introducing moveable axes, the 5Ws density parallel coordinates allows for a greater
range of analysis and visualisation, improving the versatility and breadth of analysis
while still maintaining depth and accuracy in the information it presents. The data
cluttering has been significantly reduced up to 95% in our approach.

5.

Related Works

Currently, BigData visualization has two main practices: dataset visualization and data
form visualization. Dataset visualization focuses on a particular dataset during the visual
algorithm progress, such as medical dataset visualization [16], social network dataset
visualization [17], weather dataset visualization [18], or spam email dataset
visualization [19]. On the other hand, data form visualization targets a particular form of
data for visual analytics, such as the text data visualization [20], solar data visualization
[21], the audio data visualization [22], the network data visualization [23], or the video
data visualization [24].
BigData containing text, image, audio, video and other forms of data is too big and
too complex to analyze using traditional methods. Researchers have tried using different
visualization techniques to handle those challenges in their visual approaches. These
include Bubble Plots to display visual area; Heatmaps for coloring; Histograms for
aggregating; Clustering to group similar attributes, and Parallel Coordinates to illustrate
multiple dimensional data.
Zhangye Wang et al [25] used Bubble Plots to cluster large-scale social data into user
groups by using user tag and user behaviourinformation. Daniel Cheng et al [26]
explored one billion pieces of Twitter for BigData visualization by using Heatmaps in
their Tile-Based Visual Analytics (TBVA), which created tiled heat maps and tiled
density strips data. Fangzhou Shen et al [27] used Histograms in their visual analytics to
measure transfer functions. Zhenwen Wang et al [28] used a Clustering method to group
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the same attribute value nodes, and then created virtual nodes to group the same
attribute value nodes together. The different groups are separated by different colours in
the visualization process. Cheng-Long Ma et al [29] used the K-means clustering
method to find out the clustering centers for 3-D visualization. The distances between
the three coordinate axes correspond to the data in the original space.
Parallel coordinates has been widely used for multidimensional data visualization
since it was introduced by Alfred Inselberg and Bernard Dimsdale [10]. It draws
polylines between independent axes at appropriate values, where each axis represents a
dimension. The data explored between the axes shows the data frequencies, the data
relationship and the data aggregation patterns. However, parallel coordinates faces a
major problem when dealing with large datasets, as the polylines clutter and crowd each
other. Xiaoru Yuan et al [30] scattered points in parallel coordinates to combine the
parallel coordinates and scatterplot scaling, which reduced data crowding. Liang Fu Lu
et al [14] proposed a similarity-based method to re-order the parallel axes and enable the
reduction of the clutter. Geoffrey Ellis and Alan Dix [31] developed three methods:
raster algorithm, random algorithm and lines algorithm for measuring occlusion in
parallel coordinates plots to provide tractable measurement of the clutter. Matej
Novotny and Helwig Hauser [32] grouped the data context into outliers, trends and
focus, and set up three clustered parallel coordinates to reduce cluttering issues.

6.

Conclusions

This work has focused on the variety of BigData and its behaviours. We have defined
and studied the 5Ws dimensions for different data forms across multiple datasets. The
Sending Density and Receiving Density have been established to measure BigData
patterns without the loss of any information. These densities not only measure BigData
patterns, but also enable comparisons between these dimensions. This provides more
analytical features to feed business, government and organizational requirements.
The 5Ws parallel coordinates allows us to extend or shrinkthe data attributes
whilstkeeping all data on each axis. This reduces data over-plotting and cluttering,
therefore creating a simpler, easier to analyse graph that allows for faster and more
accessible analysis. The clustering and reorderingof the 5Ws parallel axes enables a
clearer and better understanding of BigData analysis and visualization, which has
significantly improved the accuracy and ease of finding BigData patterns.
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